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BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ WELCOME
Welcome to our sixth annual Lunenburg Doc Fest. Our success is linked directly
to you our patrons, sponsors and volunteers. Documentary film is one of the most
powerful means of transmitting ideas, culture and understanding. Lunenburg Doc
Fest is a vibrant festival recognized on a regional, national and international stage
and once again, we are pleased to have the opportunity to showcase a diverse,
important lineup of documentaries. We invite you to immerse yourself in four days
of thought provoking and entertaining films.
This year the Board would like to thank outgoing long-time Co-Chair Inge Hatton.
Inge has been involved with the festival since its inception … indeed she is one of
the original founders. Thankfully Inge remains on the Board and will continue to
share her acumen, enthusiasm and passion for LDF. Thank you, Inge!
We are grateful for the support LDF has received from our public, corporate and
individual sponsors, and government grantors, without whose generous participation the Festival would not be possible. Likewise I would like to thank our exceptional volunteer Board and committee members and our team of volunteers, all of
whom dedicate their time and talents to the success of our Festival.
Bringing such vital and diverse programming to our audience is a huge task. As
always the Board would like to thank our Executive Director, Pamela Segger, and
Artistic & Community Events Coordinator, Debra Beers, and the LDF staff for their
stellar public and behind the scenes organizational work.
Finally, thanks to you for attending and sharing this space with friends, family and
film lovers. Whether you are a fist-time attendee or a diehard documentary fan this
is for you. Enjoy the Festival.
IAN LIGHTSTONE
Chair
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S WELCOME
Welcome to the 6th Lunenburg Doc Fest! We are thrilled to launch this year’s festival with a
roots-rock act that changed music forever. Fresh off its world premiere Once Were Brothers:
Robbie Robertson and The Band draws from the memoirs of Canadian rock icon Robbie
Robertson and one of the most influential Canadian music groups in history — a perfect film
to strike the chord ahead of our opening night gala.
Every year, our festival attracts film enthusiasts, international filmmakers, and respected industry
decision-makers from near and far for four days of incredible stories on the big screen. Built
by and for the community, Lunenburg Doc Fest searches the globe for a diverse selection of
evocative stories — our charming seaside town hosts some of the most exciting storytellers and
anticipated documentaries in the world!
Three of this year’s documentaries study large, seemingly unstoppable forces that are doing
harm to the planet and thus ourselves (Push, Toxic Beauty, Assholes: A Theory). Strong women
who are living proof of an individual’s power to create change are prominently and proudly
featured (Maxima, Conviction, Maiden, Beyond the Visible: Hilma af Klint, Ask Dr. Ruth). We
are taken to far off locales to see the world through another’s eyes (The Odd Monk, Sea of
Shadows, The Valley). Close to home, Faces of Lyme, created by Lunenburg Doc Fest’s seniors
workshop, gives a voice to those who struggle with the diagnosis and treatments for Lyme
disease in our region.
We welcome you to join us for three free-admission shorts programs. Shorts From Around the
World was curated with Bluenose Academy students in mind but is open to everyone. Through
Our Eyes: Short Docs by Indigenous Filmmakers features emerging Indigenous filmmakers from
across the country. Coast to Coast showcases eclectic works from all sides of our nation.
The Festival’s youth program continues to present a robust lineup and also includes a
workshop for teens, a bursary, and our free-admission family screening of Dream Big. This year
marks the return of Step Into the Story: Virtual Reality Arcade, an opportunity to get hands-on
with VR hardware and discover how technology is changing the way stories are told.
We are immensely proud to offer a range of free community events as well as create opportunities for Atlantic and guest filmmakers to connect and do business in Lunenburg through our
expanded industry lineup. A special welcome to the filmmakers and esteemed industry
decision-makers and stakeholders taking part in LDF’s The Dock Market workshops, panels,
meetings, and networking events.
Since its inception in 2014, Lunenburg Doc Fest has more than doubled film programming and
audience participation with many thanks due to our dedicated volunteers including our Board
of directors who go above and beyond every year to ensure Doc Fest’s success. Thank you also
to LDF’s staff, sponsors, industry guests and partners. Lastly, a full-hearted thanks to you, our
audience, for your support of Lunenburg Doc Fest. Enjoy the festival!
Sincerely,
PAMELA SEGGER
Executive Director
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GREETINGS!
On behalf of the Council and all citizens of the Town of Lunenburg, I welcome you to our
beautiful community and UNESCO World Heritage Site. The Lunenburg Doc Fest, now in its
sixth year, has added tremendously to the incredible cultural vibe we are fortunate to have in
this small Town. Thanks to Doc Fest we have an amazing opportunity to experience and enjoy
documentary film from all around the globe and get to learn more about the creative process
from masters of the art form.
The organizers and the many volunteers who stage and continue to build this vibrant festival
every year are to be heartily commended. Their vision and hard work make it all possible.
Their outreach to both ends of the spectrum of our population, youth and seniors, is especially appreciated.
Thanks also to the sponsors and industry experts who generously support Lunenburg Doc
Fest. It couldn’t be done without their commitment and investment as well.
I was born and raised in this Town and yet continue to be inspired and impressed by the vitality and enthusiasm injected by those who recognize the untapped potential and bring events
like DOC Fest to life. Thank you for sharing in this opportunity to be entertained and touched
by the wonderful films presented and by the people who make them.
Enjoy Lunenburg Doc Fest 2019 and be sure to make plans for next year!

RACHEL BAILEY
Mayor
Town of Lunenburg
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2019 MAP OF VENUES
1) Lunenburg Opera House, 290 Lincoln Street
2) Festival Centre — United Church Hall, 283 Lincoln Street
3) Lunenburg Arms Hotel & Spa, Risser’s Social House, 94 Pelham Street
4) Lunenburg School of the Arts, 6 Prince Street
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FILM & COMMUNITY EVENTS SCHEDULE
Lunenburg Opera House, 290 Lincoln Street unless otherwise specified

Thursday, SEPT 19 *Opening Night*
7:00pm
9:00pm

ONCE WERE BROTHERS: Robbie Robertson and The Band + Q&A
Gala Reception – Festival Centre

Friday, SEPT 20
9:30am
10:30am
12:00pm
1:15pm
3:30pm
6:45pm
8:30pm

SHORT FILMS FROM AROUND THE WORLD (FREE)
SHORT FILMS FROM AROUND THE WORLD (FREE re-screening)
STEP INTO THE STORY: Virtual Reality Interactive Arcade (FREE, Festival Centre)
THE ODD MONK + Q&A
CONVICTION + Q&A (FREE)
SEA OF SHADOWS
MEET THE FILMMAKERS Reception — Lunenburg Arms Hotel

Saturday, SEPT 21
10:00am
12:00pm
1:15pm
3:30pm
5:15pm
6:45pm
8:45pm
10:15pm

PUSH + Panel discussion on housing
THROUGH OUR EYES: Short Docs by Indigenous Filmmakers (FREE, Festival Centre)
BEYOND THE VISIBLE: Hilma af Klint + Q&A
MAIDEN
COAST TO COAST: Canadian Shorts + Q&A (FREE, Festival Centre)
MAXIMA + Q&A
ASSHOLES: A Theory + Q&A
DOC Reception — Lunenburg Arms Hotel

Sunday, SEPT 22
10:00am
11:30am
1:45pm
4:00pm
7:00pm

DREAM BIG Family Screening (FREE)
FACES OF LYME: Ambivalence and Controversy + Q&A and presentation (FREE)
TOXIC BEAUTY + Q&A
THE VALLEY + Q&A
Awards & ASK DR. RUTH finale screening

Subject to change. See 2019 at www.LunenburgDocFest.com for schedule updates.
Opening night access with Festival and Gala Passes only.
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FESTIVAL TEAM

PAMELA SEGGER
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

DEB BEERS
ARTISTIC & COMMUNITY
EVENTS COORDINATOR

IAN LIGHTSTONE
CHAIR

DONNA LEON
VICE CHAIR

MARGARET LIGHTSTONE
TREASURER

BRUCE MACCORMACK
MARKETING/
BOARD MEMBER

DAVID FINE
BOARD MEMBER

ANNE FOUILLARD
BOARD MEMBER

INGE HATTON
BOARD MEMBER

KIMBLE MEAGHER
BOARD MEMBER

MARY LOU PYE
BOARD MEMBER

ALLAN E. RUBENSTEIN, MD
BOARD MEMBER

ALAN SCOTT
BOARD MEMBER

DEBORA WALSH
BOARD MEMBER

WALTER FORSYTH
DEVELOPMENT
COORDINATOR

NATASHA SLAUENWHITE
PROGRAMS COORDINATOR

EVAN BOWER
MEDIA COORDINATOR

YASHIKA SALLY
ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT

BÉATRICE SCHULER
PHOTOGRAPHER

KEN THOMAS
LEGAL ADVISOR
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FESTIVAL PARTNERS
Our Festival Partners demonstrate support through in-kind contributions.
We appreciate the individuals and organizations that share an interest in films, community, and in helping
to make Lunenburg Doc Fest the best it can be.
902Post Inc.

Gaspereau Vineyards

Atlantic Filmmakers Cooperative

Hot Docs

Boscawen Inn

LighthouseNOW

BountyPrint

Lincoln Street Food

Cane’s Moving

Lunenburg Arms Hotel and Spa

Centre for Art Tapes

Lunenburg Seaport
Mom’s Buy & Sell

Connections Productions

The Old Fish Factory Restaurant

Cranston Art Gallery
Narrative Research

Propeller Brewing Company

DOC Atlantic

Star Charters

David Francis — Independent Grocers

Garth & Dorothy Turner

GRANTORS
Lunenburg Doc Fest celebrates the art of documentary, creating an enriching cultural experience and
place of connection between filmmakers and film enthusiasts in the UNESCO World Heritage site of
Lunenburg, Nova Scotia. The festival is presented with the generous support of the following:

THANK YOU
John Anderson
Mila Aung-Thwin
Christine Barritt
John “Birdie” Bird
Cane’s Moving
Judith Carey
Central United Church
Lynn Collins
Sharon Cranston
Dayle Crouse
Barbara Doran
S A Earnst
Wendy Ross Eidson

Eurocentres Atlantic Canada
David Friendly
Gerhardt Property Management
Nancy Howard
Barbara Knowlton
Captain Keith Merrill
Maureen Moffatt
Neptune Theatre
South Shore Players
Anne Stirling
Kirk Symonds
Town of Lunenburg
Water Clinic - George Palmer
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THANK YOU
2019 VOLUNTEERS
Each year, the enthusiasm, commitment and hard work of volunteers enable Lunenburg Doc Fest to pursue its mission
of celebrating the art of documentary filmmaking and creating an enriching cultural experience and place of connection between filmmakers and film enthusiasts in the UNESCO World Heritage site of Lunenburg, Nova Scotia.

A big THANK YOU to all of the festival’s 2019 volunteers
for their dedication and generosity!
Dina Alves
Olivia Byers
Joseph, Anne & Aisling Carnevale
Barb Carthew
Lynn Collins
Krista Congdon
Jennifer Constable
Sharon Cranston
Faune Creaser
Dianna Cunning
Abby DeVries
Richard Donat
Roseann Fine
David Friendly
GG Geddes
Alex Grenon
Robert Holtby

Phyllis Jacklin
Katharina & Ralph Jost
Jutta Juraschek
Anne Kenny
Sky Lamothe
Françoise St. Denis LeBlanc
Rebecca Lim
Daphna Levit
Beth MacPherson
Jill Martin
Mike Martino
Katherine McCarron
Letisha McFall
Matthew McKee
Maureen Moffatt
Marion Moore
Charlene Morton

FRIENDS OF THE FESTIVAL
Renee Lyons
Amos Pewter
Anonymous

Ernie Mundell
Joseph Muzzi
Greg Penney
Sue Peters
Liz Powers
Donelda Richard
Su Rogers
MJ Sakurai
Celia Scott
Ed Shrieber
Virginia Stephen
Anne Stockdale
Carson Tarnsky
Michele Tipert
Andra White
Nancy Wilson

THANKS TO OUR TECHNICAL TEAM
Adam Adler
Jacob MacNeil
Art Eaton

Technical Director
Assistant Technical Director
Sound Technician

If we missed you this time, please accept our apologies and our thanks for your support!
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YOUTH PROGRAM
Lunenburg Doc Fest presents the sixth annual Youth Program featuring a $1000 student bursary and a range of
free-admission events that are as entertaining as they are educational!

SHORT FILMS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

FREE FAMILY SCREENING
Lunenburg Opera House
Sunday, SEPT 22
10:00am – 11:00am

BLUENOSE ACADEMY SCREENING
Lunenburg Opera House
Friday, SEPT 20
9:30am – 10:25am
10:30am – 11:25am (re-screening)

DREAM BIG

Total viewtime: 53 mins
This special free-admission presentation was curated with the
students of Bluenose Academy in mind, but is open to everyone!
Lunenburg Doc Fest is delighted to present a collection of
short fact-based films that entertain, educate and inspire. These
documentaries are sure to spark awareness and engage youth
and community through the discovery of diverse subjects, issues
and cultures from Canada and beyond — an opportunity to ‘see
the world’ from our seats in town!

Narrated by Academy Award-winner
Jeff Bridges, Dream Big: Engineering
Our World transforms the way we
think about engineering. From the
Great Wall of China and the world’s
tallest buildings to underwater robots, solar cars and smart,
sustainable cities, Dream Big celebrates the human ingenuity
behind engineering marvels big and small, and shows how
engineers push the limits of innovation in unexpected and
amazing ways. With its inspiring stories of human grit and
aspiration and extraordinary visuals, Dream Big reveals the
compassion and creativity that drive engineers to create better
lives for people and a more sustainable future for us all.

STUDENT BURSARY

Sunday, SEPT 22, 10:00am
Each year, Lunenburg Doc Fest proudly presents a Nova Scotia student with a $1000 bursary, plus a Film Pass to festival screenings.
Eligible applicants are residents of Nova Scotia currently pursuing secondary screen-based media studies. The winner is announced
at the festival during the Youth Program screening.

STEP INTO THE STORY: VIRTUAL REALTY & INTERACTIVE ARCADE
Festival Centre — United Church Hall, 283 Lincoln St
Friday, SEPT 20
9:30am – 11:30am Bluenose Academy Students
12:00pm – 1:30pm Open to all!
Back by popular demand! Lunenburg Doc Fest will host the second ‘Step Into The Story’ Interactive
Arcade for youth of all ages. This hands-on initiative puts the spotlight on an exciting midway of
attractions that shape the way we work, play and connect. From fact-based virtual reality and animation
installation loops to video games, 3D printing, and robotics, a range of immersive experiences brings
stories to life! Presenting partners include:

AARON SANFORD,
FREELANCE ANIMATOR

TIM TRACEY, STOP-MOTION
ANIMATION ARTIST

Lunenburg Doc Fest acknowledges the support of the Province of Nova Scotia’s Department of Communities, Culture and
Heritage in presenting the Step Into the Story: Interactive Arcade.
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SENIORS WORKSHOP
The third Seniors Workshop was an exciting opportunity for adults 55+ to get comfortable behind the camera and shine a
light on an important issue affecting our community! Participants learned filmmaking techniques from professional mentors through discussions, research, interviews with stakeholders and experts, plus classroom work to explore the impact of
Lyme disease on Lunenburg County.
A Q&A with workshop participants will take place immediately after the screening. A separate discussion about Lyme
Disease prevention will follow. See details below.

FACES OF LYME: Ambivalence & Controversy
2019, Canada, 60 mins
FREE-ADMISSION:

Saturday, Sept 22 at 11:30am
Lunenburg Opera House

Shot almost exclusively on cell phones by neophyte filmmakers, “Faces of Lyme: Ambivalence
& Controversy” gives a voice to those who struggle getting a diagnosis and treatment for
Lyme disease. By sharing their own, often difficult Lyme stories, the men, women and children
interviewed for the film hope their experiences will help others suffering from Lyme disease.
As a spin off, the filmmakers hope the documentary raises awareness of how the medical
system and the community at large are struggling with this disease.

PARTICIPANTS
Helen Lanthier, Harvey Heinrich, Mike Martino, GG Geddes, Jill Martin, Barb Carthew, Letisha McFall, Andrea Swinamer,
Sharon Cranston, Katherine McCarron, Karen Runge who were mentored and guided by documentarians Yvonne Mosley and
Dawn-Hardwood Jones.

FILMMAKING MENTORS
Dawn Harwood-Jones

Dawn Harwood-Jones is highly experienced in video production. After working 20 years as a CBC television producer she
co-founded Pink Dog Productions. Pink Dog has produced hundreds of videos, for provincial and federal governments,
business’, charities, and arts organizations. Recently Dawn has started teaching video production to people of all ages using
smart phones.

Yvonne Mosley

Yvonne is a veteran of multi-media and special event production with over 40-years experience in film, television, stage and
print. Using a variety of mediums from music to video much of Yvonne’s work of the past 20 years has focused on telling the
often untold human stories specific to Maritime Canada, Canada’s Veterans, First Nations and French Canada. Her recurring
objective is to develop and facilitate projects that promote cultural understanding and interaction.

POST-SCREENING DISCUSSION:
Lyme Disease education and prevention are key. A vaccine is years away and may not protect us from the several co-infections carried by the ticks, many just as serious as Lyme disease. Rob Murray of the Canadian Lyme Disease Foundation and
the Lunenburg Lyme Association will be available to discuss and demonstrate key prevention strategies.

This project is funded by the Government of Canada’s New Horizons for Seniors Program
The opinions and interpretations in this video are those of Lunenburg Doc Fest Seniors Program and do not necessarily reflect
those of the Government of Canada.
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FREE COMMUNITY EVENTS
Lunenburg Doc Fest proudly presents a range of free-admission community events during the 2019 festival.

FRIDAY, Sept 20

SATURDAY, Sept 21

SHORT FILMS FROM AROUND
THE WORLD

THROUGH OUR EYES:

Lunenburg Opera House
9:30am – 10:25am
10:30am – 11:25am (re-screening)

Festival Centre, United Church Hall, 283 Lincoln St
12:00pm - 1:00pm

Lunenburg Doc Fest is delighted to present a collection of
short face-based films that will entertain, educate and inspire.
These documentaries are sure to spark awareness and engage youth and community through the discovery of diverse
subjects, issues and cultures from Canada and beyond — an
opportunity to ‘see the world’ from our seats in town!

STEP INTO THE STORY:
Virtual Reality Interactive Arcade
Festival Centre, United Church Hall, 283 Lincoln St
9:30am – 11:30am Bluenose Academy Students
12:00pm – 1:30pm Welcome to all!
Back by popular demand! Lunenburg Doc Fest will host the
second ‘Step Into The Story’ Interactive Arcade for all ages.
This hands-on initiative puts the spotlight on an exciting midway of attractions that shape the way we work, play, learn and
connect. From fact-based virtual reality and animation installation loops to video games, 3D printing, and robotics, a range
of immersive experiences brought stories to life!

CONVICTION

Lunenburg Opera House
3:30pm
Conviction envisions alternatives to prison through the eyes
of women behind bars and those fighting on the front lines
of the decarceration movement. Not another ‘broken prison’
film, this collaboration is a ‘broken society’ film—an ambitious
and inspired re-build of our community, from the inside out.
The film compels viewers to examine why we imprison the
most vulnerable among us, and at what cost.
Please join us immediately after the screening for a filmmaker
Q&A and panel discussion.

MEET THE ARTISTS RECEPTION

Lunenburg Arms Hotel, Risser’s Social House
8:30pm
Enjoy a mixer with guest filmmakers, industry stakeholders,
and fellow film-enthusiasts. Cash bar and light appetizers.

Lunenburg Doc Fest acknowledges the support of the Province
of Nova Scotia’s Department of Communities, Culture and
Heritage in presenting the Step Into the
Story: Interactive Arcade.

Short Docs by Indigenous Filmmakers

Lunenburg Doc Fest is proud to present THROUGH OUR EYES: SHORT
DOCS BY INDIGENOUS FILMMAKERS, a shorts program supported
by CBC Docs and featuring five films from some of the most exciting emerging Indigenous filmmakers from across the country. Lesley
Birchard of CBC Docs will introduce the program.
This short film selection launches LDF’s new Lunchbox Shorts program.
It’s free-admission for all and everyone is welcome to bring their own
lunch to enjoy during the screening.

COAST TO COAST: Canadian Shorts + Q&A
Festival Centre, United Church Hall, 283 Lincoln St
5:15pm - 6:15pm

A diverse selection of evocative works that share a range of intriguing
journeys and adventures from all sides of our nation.

DOC RECEPTION
Lunenburg Arms Hotel, Risser’s Social House, 10:00PM
Join Mathieu Dagonas, executive director, Documentary of Organization (DOC), special guests and film fans for a doc-ing good time. Cash
bar and light appetizers.

SUNDAY, Sept 22
DREAM BIG
FAMILY SCREENING Lunenburg Opera House
10:00am - 11:00am
Narrated by Academy Award-winner Jeff Bridges, Dream Big:
Engineering Our World transforms the way we think about engineering. From the Great Wall of China and the world’s tallest buildings to
underwater robots, solar cars and smart, sustainable cities, Dream Big
celebrates the human ingenuity behind engineering marvels big and
small, and shows how engineers push the limits of innovation in unexpected and amazing ways. With its inspiring stories of human grit and
aspiration and extraordinary visuals, Dream Big reveals the compassion
and creativity that drive engineers to create better lives for people and
a more sustainable future for us all.

FACES OF LYME: Ambivalence and Controversy +
Q&A and Discussion
Lunenburg Opera House, 11:30am - 12:30pm
Shot almost exclusively on cell phones by neophyte filmmakers, “Faces
of Lyme” gives a voice to those who struggle getting a diagnosis and
treatment for Lyme disease. By sharing their own, often difficult Lyme
stories, the men, women and children interviewed for the film hope their
experiences will help others suffering from Lyme disease. As a spin off, the
filmmakers hope the documentary raises awareness of how the medical
system and the community at large are struggling with this disease.
This project is funded by the Government of
Canada’s New Horizons for Seniors Program.
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FESTIVAL BOX OFFICE

FESTIVAL PASS

$135

GALA PASS

All-inclusive access to 4 days of screening events
including the Opening Night Film and Gala.

FILM PASS

$85

Access to all screening events Friday, Saturday and
Sunday. Excludes opening night.

$75

A pass to the Opening Night Film (one-time screening)
and Gala festivities for film fans who can’t take advantage
of a Festival or Film Pass.

INDIVIDUAL TICKETS

$11

Available for all screenings with exception of opening
night film and free admission films.

ADMISSION POLICY
Access to the opening night film (a one-time screening of the film) and gala is available with Festival
and Gala Passes only.
Priority admission is given to pass and ticket holders who should be admitted at least 15 minutes prior
to the scheduled start time of each screening event.
10 minutes prior to the screening event, the screening venue will be opened and Rush Line seats — one
per person, cash only — will be sold based on availability and on a first come first served basis. Once
Rush Line tickets have gone on sale, Pass and ticket holders will no longer have priority admittance.
All theatre seating will be on a first come, first served basis up to maximum seating capacity. Please no
food or drink in the theatre

Where Canada Shines
the Brightest.

Proudly Canadian Owned & Operated
charmdiamonds.com
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ASK DR. RUTH
2019 / USA / 100 mins
Director: Ryan White

Ask Dr. Ruth chronicles the incredible life of Dr. Ruth Westheimer, a Holocaust
survivor who became America’s most famous sex therapist. With her diminutive frame, thick German accent, and uninhibited approach to sex therapy
and education, Dr. Ruth transformed the conversation around sexuality. As she
approaches her 90th birthday and shows no signs of slowing down, Dr. Ruth revisits her painful past and unlikely path to a career at the forefront of the sexual
revolution.

ASSHOLES: A THEORY
2019 / Canada / 81 mins
Director: John Walker

With venomous social media, resurgent authoritarianism and rampant narcissism
threatening to trash civilization as we know it, the time has come for Assholes: A
Theory—an entertaining and oh-so-timely feature doc from acclaimed director John
Walker. Inspired by Aaron James’ New York Times bestseller of the same name,
Assholes investigates the breeding grounds of contemporary “asshole culture”
and locates signs of civility in an otherwise rude-’n-nasty universe. Venturing into
predominantly male domain, Walker moves from Ivy League frat clubs to the bratty
princedoms of Silicon Valley and bear pits of international finance. Why do assholes thrive in certain environments? What explains their perverse appeal? And
how do they keep getting elected! Lively commentary is provided by the likes of
actor John Cleese, former Canadian police officer Sherry Lee Benson-Podolchuk,
and Italian LGBTQ activist Vladimir Luxuria, who famously locked horns with Silvio
Berlusconi, the p***y-grabbing prototype of the 21st-century demagogue.
Filmmaker Q&A with director John Walker

P R O U D S U P P O RT E R O F
LUNENBURG DOC FEST

www.bountyprint.com
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BEYOND THE VISIBLE
2019 / Germany • Sweden / 94 mins
Atlantic Canadian Premiere
Director: Halina Dyrschka

BEYOND
THE
VISIBLE
Hilma af Klint
PRODUCED BY

HALINA DYRSCHKA
SUPPORTED BY

DIRECTOR
EDIT

ANTJE LASS

MUSIC

HALINA DYRSCHKA

DAMIAN SCHOLL

DOP

PRODUCER

EVA ILLMER

ALICJA PAHL LUANA KNIPFER

KULTURELLE FILMFÖRDERUNG MECKLENBURG-VORPOMMERN & FFHSH FILMWERKSTATT KIEL

hilmaafklint_thefilm

The art world is confronted with a sensational discovery – a hundred years too late!
How could it happen, that an artist who discovered abstract painting at the beginning of the 20th century remained largely unnoticed? Hilma af Klint’s first abstract
painting is dated 1906, four years before that of Vassily Kandinsky. Why was she
ignored? This is the first film about her life and work. It investigates the role accorded to women in art history and asks why Hilma af Klint was scandalously denied
the status of a pioneer of modern art. And how this recognition is now finally taking place. Today her exhibitions are attracting millions of people worldwide. The
cinematic approach of her paintings reveals an artist who is seeking for meaning in
life beyond the visible. Hilma af Klint’s clairvoyant work developed a unique visual
world and more than 25.000 pages of notes reveal a boundless thinking that led
into an outstanding oeuvre. Her timeless paintings cross all conventional borders
and resonate with our innermost feelings today.
Filmmaker Q&A with director Halina Dyrschka

CONVICTION
2019 / Canada / 78 mins

Director: Nance Ackerman & Ariella Pahlke
Conviction envisions alternatives to prison through the eyes of women behind bars
and those fighting on the front lines of the decarceration movement. Not another
‘broken prison’ film, this collaboration is a ‘broken society’ film—an ambitious and
inspired re-build of our community, from the inside out. The film compels viewers to
examine why we imprison the most vulnerable among us, and at what cost.
Filmmaker Q&A and Panel with directors Nance Ackerman & Ariella Pahlke, and
producer Teresa MacInnes
FREE-ADMISSION

Garry & Mary Lou Pye
Proud Supporters of Lunenburg Doc Fest
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DREAM BIG
2017/ US / 42 mins

Director: Greg MacGillivary
Narrated by Academy Award® winner Jeff Bridges, Dream Big: Engineering
Our World is a first film of its kind for IMAX® and giant screen theatres that
will transform how we think about engineering. From the Great Wall of China
and the world’s tallest buildings to underwater robots, solar cars and smart,
sustainable cities, Dream Big celebrates the human ingenuity behind
engineering marvels big and small, and shows how engineers push the
limits of innovation in unexpected and amazing ways. With its inspiring stories
of human grit and aspiration, and extraordinary visuals for the world’s largest
screens, Dream Big reveals the compassion and creativity that drive engineers
to create better lives for people and a more sustainable future for us all.
FREE-ADMISSION

MAIDEN
2018 / UK / 93 mins

Director: Alex Holmes
The story of Tracy Edwards, a 24-year-old cook on charter boats, who became
the skipper of the first ever all-female crew to enter the Whitbread Round the
World Race in 1989. Maiden is a film about guts and the power of determination, about how when we are allowed to believe in ourselves great things are
possible. It’s the story of a young girl who dared to dream and of a team that
came together to challenge chauvinism and set an example to the world.
Tracy’s story is as relevant today as it was back when she and her crew
completed their momentous journey. In many areas of life prejudice and
chauvinism still hold sway, but hopefully this film will help remind us that
whoever we are, male or female, we should chase our dreams even if it
appears we are up against insurmountable odds.

Inge Hatton
Proud Supporter of Lunenburg Doc Fest
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MAXIMA
2019 / USA / 88 mins
Atlantic Canadian Premiere
Director: Claudia Sparrow
2016 Goldman Prize winner Máxima Acuña, a subsistence farmer from the Peruvian
highlands, stands up to one of the largest gold mining companies in the world.
Máxima fearlessly fights for her rights to live her life the way her family has for
hundreds of years. She comes from a family of farmers and never learned to read
or write. To her, water and land are life and must always be protected at all costs
because without them it is impossible to survive. We learn in Máxima’s own words
how it is all in danger of disappearing. A multi-billion mining project launched by
Newmont, partially financed by the World Bank (IFC), has put her livelihood, the lives
of hundreds of thousands like her, and the beautiful mountains, lakes, and water
systems at risk of being destroyed forever. For the past seven years, Newmont has
claimed ownership of Máxima’s land and used violence, intimidation and criminal
prosecution in an attempt to evict Máxima and her family. Máxima’s life is in imminent
danger. Máxima’s fight for justice both in Peru and the US, reveal the mechanics of
how Newmont manages to get away with human rights and environmental crimes,
and the role The World Bank (IFC) plays in this.
Filmmaker Q&A with director Claudia Sparrow

ONCE WERE BROTHERS
2019 / Canada / 90mins
Atlantic Canadian Premiere
Director: Daniel Roher
Once Were Brothers: Robbie Robertson and The Band is a confessional, cautionary,
and occasionally humorous tale of Robertson’s young life and the creation of one
of the most enduring groups in the history of popular music, The Band. The film
is a moving story of Robertson’s personal journey, overcoming adversity and finding camaraderie alongside the four other men who would become his brothers in
music, together making their mark on music history. Once Were Brothers blends rare
archival footage, photography, iconic songs and interviews with Robertson’s friends
and collaborators including Martin Scorsese, Bruce Springsteen, Eric Clapton, Van
Morrison, and more.
Filmmaker Q&A with director Daniel Roher
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CANADIAN TALENT SHINES
BRIGHT ON THE WORLD STAGE.
TELEFILM CANADA IS PROUD TO
SUPPORT AND PROMOTE
HOMEGROWN SUCCESS.

VOUÉE À LA PROMOTION ET
AU RAYONNEMENT DES TALENTS
CANADIENS, TÉLÉFILM CANADA
EST FIÈRE PARTENAIRE
DES SUCCÈS D’ICI.
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LUNENBURG DOC FEST 2019
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PUSH
2019 / Sweden / 92 mins
Director: Fredrik Gertten

Housing prices are skyrocketing in cities around the world. Incomes are not.
PUSH sheds light on a new kind of faceless landlord, our increasingly unliveable cities and an escalating crisis that has an effect on us all. This is not gentrification, it’s a different kind of monster. The film follows Leilani Farha, the UN
Special Rapporteur on Adequate Housing, as she’s travelling the globe, trying
to understand who is being pushed out of the city and why. “I believe there’s a
huge difference between housing as a commodity and gold as a commodity.
Gold is not a human right, housing is,” says Leilani.
Join us for a post-screening panel on housing in our region

SEA OF SHADOWS
2019 / Austria / 105 mins
Atlantic Canadian Premiere
Director: Richard Ladkani
The Sea of Cortez is facing total collapse because of a war at sea. Mexican
drug cartels have discovered the “cocaine of the sea,” a valuable fish called
the totoaba—which is at the center of a multimillion-dollar business with the
Chinese Mafia. To find the fish, these cartels are destroying the ecosystem
with illegal gill nets and, in doing so, are killing the Earth’s smallest whale—
the vaquita. Local fishermen, caught between the tight grip of the cartel and
fighting to protect their livelihood, find themselves in a desperate dance for
survival. A dramatic documentary thriller, Sea of Shadows follows undercover investigators, environmentalists, journalists, and the Mexican navy in their
furious, last-minute efforts to rescue the vaquita from extinction and uncover
this expansive black-market ring. Filmmaker Richard Ladkani finds incredible
access and paints a 360-degree view, capturing striking observational footage
of the action to protect the Sea of Cortez, which Jacques Cousteau called “the
aquarium of the world.” Saving the vaquita means saving an entire sea—and the
critical balance of nature.

BECAUSE FAMILY TIME
IS YOUR TIME.
Proud sponsor of
the Lunenburg Doc Fest
902.527.0009 | wilsonsheating.ca
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THE ODD MONK
2019 / Germany / 83 mins
Canadian Premiere
Director: Jesco Puluj
The Odd Monk is a personal journey through modern day Buddhism. The film
follows German first-time filmmaker, Jesco Puluj, through Europe, Asia and Africa
for six months as he meets a variety of monks and nuns in order to discover the
essence of Buddhism. In the process Jesco is confronted by his own own
prejudices and expectations.
Filmmaker Q&A with director Jesco Puluj

THE VALLEY
2019 / France, Italy / 75 mins
Atlantic Canadian Premiere

Design: Claudia Polizzi

Director: Nuno Escudeiro
High in the French Alps, on the border between Italy and France, refugees risk
their lives crossing dangerous mountain routes. Witnessing the increasing influx
of refugees, local communities in the Roya and Durance Valleys start providing
them with shelter, food and legal counselling. Since transporting and hosting
undocumented migrants is a criminal offence, they find themselves on the wrong
side of the law, sometimes even facing jail time for their acts of civil disobedience.
The Valley documents the battle between the population and the authorities, who
themselves blatantly violate human rights when refusing to process asylum seekers
and minors’ requests. This gripping chronicle rightfully reclaims the ethical duty of
solidarity, criminalized by a perverted system.
Filmmaker Q&A with director Nuno Escudeiro

Colin Carroll &
Colleen Galloway
Proud Sponsors of
Lunenburg Doc Fest
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TOXIC BEAUTY
2019 / Canada / 90 mins
Atlantic Canadian Premiere
Director: Phyllis Ellis
In 1982, world renowned epidemiologist, Dr. Daniel Cramer, linked Johnson &
Johnson’s baby powder to ovarian cancer. Since the 1960’s, J&J allegedly knew the
risks and did nothing. In 2004, Dr. Philippa Darbre, a UK scientist, found parabens,
a chemical preservative in many cosmetics, in breast tissue. In 2018, the National
Institute of Health’s sister study linked breast cancer to personal care product use.
Links to hormonal disruption in baby boys, developmental delays, low sperm count
in men, infertility, cancer, diabetes, obesity and skin disease - the cosmetic industry
isn’t pretty. Each morning we slather with 1000’s of chemicals, many of which are
proven to be toxic. In the United States, the Cosmetic and Personal Care Industry
regulates itself. In Canada, implementing regulations is under scrutiny. There is
doubt propagated by big industries making claims that we have nothing to worry
about, positioning themselves as champions of personal empowerment through
their multibillion dollar advertising campaigns. Top researchers worldwide have
the hard science to answer the question ‘Are cosmetics and personal care products
making us sick?’ Toxic Beauty is a documentary feature film with exclusive access
to scientists, lawyers, advocates, regulators, politicians, a dynamic whistle blower,
survivors and women who have lost their lives. It follows the class action lawsuit
against J&J and the plaintiffs, personal stories of women fighting for justice in a
race against time with this deadly disease. Woven throughout the film is a human
experiment. We document, as Boston University medical student, Mymy Nguyen,
measures her chemical body burden from over 27 products. Scientists monitor her
shocking results. In the end, the film meets the companies and people who offer
solutions and optimism for safer, toxicant free cosmetics.
Filmmaker Q&A with executive producer Peter Raymont and, by phone, director
Phyllis Ellis
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SHORT FILMS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
BLUENOSE ACADEMY SCREENING
Lunenburg Opera House
Friday, SEPT 20
9:30am – 10:25am • 10:30am – 11:25am (re-screening) • Total viewtime: 53 mins
FREE-ADMISSION
This special free-admission presentation was curated with the students of Bluenose Academy in mind,
but is open to everyone!
Lunenburg Doc Fest is delighted to present a collection of short fact-based films that entertain, educate and inspire.
These documentaries are sure to spark awareness and engage youth and community through the discovery of diverse
subjects, issues and cultures from Canada and beyond — an opportunity to ‘see the world’ from our seats in town!

ABOUT STEVEN

THE REINVENTION OF NORMAL

2018 / South Africa,
Spain / 2 mins
Director: Monty Scholz

2015 / United Kingdom / 8 mins
Director: Liam Saint-Pierre

Steven’s reason to ride.

AND THAT IS HOW
RIVERS CAME TO BE
2018 / Peru / 4 mins
Director: Miguel Araoz

This animation takes us back
in time to the moment when a mighty Kukama god
created the Amazon’s rivers with his bow and arrow.

M1-K0

2017 / United Arab Emirates / 8 mins
Director: Fahad Shaikh
A film about journey to find a deeper meaning of the unknown, “M1-K0” follows Mikolaj
Zenliski, a Polish software engineer on his bicycle training
in middle of the desert, who could be blasting off to the
Red Planet after getting through to the next stage of the
Mars One project.

“Go straight off the wall” said his dad
and Dominic does just that. The film follows Dominic
Wilcox, an artist / inventor / designer, on his quest for new
ideas....Transforming the mundane and ordinary into
something surprising, wondrous and strangely thought
provoking.

TUNGRUS
2018 / India / 13 mins
Director: Rishi Chanda
In a cramped suburban apartment
in Mumbai, an eccentric patriarch and his family
consider killing and eating their hell-raising pet rooster,
so that they can reclaim their normal lives.

WIND SHOULD BE HEARD
NOT SEEN
2018 / Canada / 13mins
Director: Claire Sanford

Wind Should Be Heard Not Seen takes us on a lyrical
journey through countries and cultures, connected by an
RED, GREEN, GOLD
unlikely foe: dust. Originating in the deserts of Western
China, gigantic dust clouds rise, engulfing everything in
2019 / Canada / 5 mins
Director: Chris d’Entremont
their path. Blowing across the globe, the film rides the
winds of our changing planet, connecting us all through
Have you ever played a video
game so much, you know everything about it? Every item, the air we breathe. Taking its name from a Mongolian
every secret, every inch. What’s left to do? BackroomDST proverb - “wind should be heard, but never seen” - the
film bears witness to human adaptation in the face of
has been a gamer his whole life, but one day he finds a
increasing environmental change: but is it our greatest
whole new way to play. Speed running. Trying to beat a
game as fast as possible. In this self-portrait documentary, strength, or our downfall?
he dives into the world of online streaming, trying to
break games and push his abilities to the absolute limit.
Through hardship, sickness, and defeat, he finds his inner
strength and sense of community, using them to go as far
as he has ever gone just to go a little faster.
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THROUGH OUR EYES: SHORT DOCS BY INDIGENOUS FILMMAKERS
This short film selection launches LDF’s new Lunchbox Shorts program. It’s free-admission for all and everyone is welcome to bring their own lunch to enjoy during the screening.
This very special screening of Through Our Eyes: Short Docs by Indigenous Filmmakers is supported by CBC Docs.
We’re thrilled to have CBC Docs’ Lesley Birchard joining us at the screening to introduce the program.
FREE-ADMISSION
Saturday, SEPT 21, 12:00pm - 1:05pm • Festival Centre, United Church Hall, 283 Lincoln St

FAST HORSE

NIISOTEWAK

2017 / Vancouver, BC / 16 mins
Director: Jules A.
Koostachin

2018 / Siksika First Nation, Alberta /
13 mins
Director: Alexandra Lazarowich

FAST HORSE follows the return of the Blackfoot bareback horseracing tradition in a new form: the Indian Relay. Siksika horseman Allison RedCrow struggles to build
a team with second-hand races and a new jockey, Cody
BigTobacco, to take on the best riders in the Blackfoot
Confederacy at the Calgary Stampede.

Cree teachings say that identical twins are born with two
bodies, but share one heart. Meet Tapwewin and Pawaken,
10-year-old brothers trying to make sense of the world,
their family and each other.

TSHIUETIN
2016 / Quebec / 11 mins
Director: Caroline Monnet

HEADDRESS

2017 / Winnipeg, Manitoba / 6 mins
Director: JJ Neepin

JJ Neepin is a female Indigenous
filmmaker. With the help of photographer Nadya Kwandibens, JJ plans to recreate her
great-grandfather’s portrait.

The headdress is a powerful symbol with great meaning
in First Nations communities. Headdress is the start of
an ongoing conversation about tradition and cultural
appropriation.

Climb aboard one of Canada’s only
First Nations-owned railways for a breathtaking train
journey through Northern Quebec and Labrador.

TWILIGHT DANCERS
2017 / Pimichikamak Cree Nation,
Manitoba / 16 mins
Director: Paola Marino

A group of teenagers from Pimicikamak Cree Nation use
square dancing to help heal from the trauma of a suicide
epidemic in their small, remote community.

Total Runtime: 62 minutes

John and Jenice Benton
Proud Supporters of
Lunenburg Doc Fest

MARGARET & IAN LIGHTSTONE

Proud Supporters of
Lunenburg Doc Fest
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COAST TO COAST: CANADIAN SHORTS
A diverse selection of evocative works that share a range of intriguing journeys and adventures from
all sides of our nation.
Join us for a post-screening Filmmakers’ Q&A.
Saturday, SEPT 21
FREE-ADMISSION
Festival Centre — United Church Hall, 283 Lincoln St • 5:15pm - 6:15pm

PAULA
2019 / Nova Scotia / 10 mins
Director: Scott Munn

Paula Danaher is easy to describe,
but impossible to define. She’s
petite, with pigtails and perpetually painted nails. She works as
an arborist in the summer, and a
Zamboni driver in the winter. She
smokes, she swears and she likes
to drink. She’s not religious, but she has lived her entire
life in the bible belt of rural New Brunswick. Two years
ago, Paula was the short-tempered husband, father,
son and neighbour known as Paul. Now, she’s the only
transgender person her community has ever met.

MARGARET’S JUSTICE
2018 / Nova Scotia / 7 mins
Director: Carter Thurber

An elderly widow embarks on
a perilous on-foot journey to stop a man intent on
stealing her home, in this stylized retelling of a tale from
Nova Scotia’s past.

BIKER BOB’S
POSTHUMOUS
ADVENTURE
2019 / British Columbia, Ontario / 18 mins
Director: Cat Mills

Who is Biker Bob? When Bethany and Caleb Harding
were walking along China Beach on Vancouver Island in
2016, the last thing they expected to find was a message
in a bottle. It said, “Biker Bob. If you find me, turn me
loose.” Also in the bottle: Bob’s ashes. On the back of
the message, another note in newer ink: “It seems like
Bob was the type of guy who enjoyed a drink. I took him
out for a beer, you should do the same.” Throughout
2016, the bottle washed ashore (at least) three times.
Each time, a different person took Bob out for for a celebratory pint, then tossed him back to sea. But who was
Biker Bob? And how did he end up travelling the West
Coast in a bottle?

CAMELIA’S PICKLED
SUNCHOKES

2019 / Nova Scotia / 3 mins
Director: Aube Giroux

What to do with the world’s
weirdest looking vegetable? Pickle it! When Nova
Scotia farmer Camelia Freiberg was gifted a little brown
paper bag filled with gnarly-looking tubers, little did
she know that just a few years later, they would become
one of her prize crops. So she started pickling them!

FORETOLD

2018 / Yukon / 8 mins
Director: Lulu Keating

There is so much that we don’t
understand. An injured artist
ponders a seemingly prescient dream.

LOVE LETTERS FROM
EVEREST
2019 / Ontario / 8 mins
Director: Celeste Koon

A long-distance love story unfolds via letters exchanged
during the 1956 Everest expedition.
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ATTENDING FILMMAKERS
Lunenburg Doc Fest is proud to host the following artists whose works are screening during the festival
(in order of screening schedule).
Filmmakers will participate in post-screening Q&As.

ONCE WERE BROTHERS: ROBBIE ROBERTSON AND THE BAND
DANIEL ROHER, DIRECTOR
Through his company, Loud Roar Productions, Daniel Roher strives to create socially significant content
that entertains audiences around the world. Ghosts of Our Forest chronicles the struggle of a displaced
indigenous tribe in Uganda and premiered at the 2017 Hot Docs Film Festival. The film followed the
acclaimed premiere of his previous documentaries, including Survivors Rowe (Hot Docs 2015) which was
nominated for a Canadian Screen Award, screened on Parliament Hill in Ottawa and had its broadcast
debut on TVO. Daniel has a keen eye for story, complex visuals, and the unique potential animation poses in complementing
and supporting challenging documentary memoir and stories.

THE ODD MONK
JESCO PULUJ, DIRECTOR
Jesco Puluj was born 32 years ago in Munich, Germany. After studying Film in London and Berlin he has
now completed his first feature length documentary, which he filmed as a one man crew in Asia, Africa
and Europe.

CONVICTION
NANCE ACKERMAN, WRITER, DIRECTOR
Nance Ackerman is an accomplished documentary photographer, filmmaker and multimedia artist. Her
sensitivity and human touch result in beautiful and haunting imagery in print and film. Often drawing on her
Kanien’kehá:ka (Mohawk) heritage and her extensive multicultural experiences, she strives to build bridges between audience and subject—whether they be addicts in Nova Scotia or midwives in Afghanistan.
She’s lent her photographer’s eye to her films, which have had success around the world, winning awards
for direction and cinematography. Her credits include Cottonland (NFB, 2006, director, writer), Fid (Heartstring Productions, 2007, producer, director), Four Feet Up (NFB, 2009, director, cinematography, editor, writer), The Anniversary
Project(Heartstring Productions/Stitch Media, 2010, co-creator), Griefwalker (NFB, 2010, composer), Little Thunder (NFB, 2010,
director), Redress Remix (Stitch Media, 2011, writer), Carry Me Home (Heartstring Productions, 2014, director, cinematographer,
editor) and Trek of the Titans (CBC, 2014, composer).

ARIELLA PAHLKE, WRITER, DIRECTOR
Ariella Pahlke is an award-winning documentary filmmaker and media artist with extensive experience
facilitating collaborative projects. For the past 20 years, she’s directed, written and produced hour-long
documentaries, shorts and media projects that have screened around the world. With a background in
philosophy, Ariella is a keen observer who is not afraid to ask tough questions. Participatory process is
at the heart of her documentary approach. Her credits include Charlie’s Prospect (CBC Television, 2000,
director, writer, co-producer), Rock and Desire (Global Television/Flashfire Productions, 2003, director,
writer, co-producer), Burning Rubber (Flashfire Productions, 2009, director, writer, co-producer), and a
collaborative documentary co-produced with the Nova Scotia Rehabilitation Centre entitled Strategies of Hope (2014, co-director, co-writer, editor, cinematographer), as well as dozens of other shorts and collaborative media projects.
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TERESA MACINNES, WRITER, DIRECTOR, PRODUCER
Over the last 30 years, Teresa MacInnes’s films have tackled some of the most crucial social justice issues of
our time. Her passion and balanced approach to producing and directing have engaged television audiences
around the world. She has won numerous awards and her films have screened at top festivals, including Hot
Docs, VIFF, IDFA, the New York Film Festival and Thessaloniki. In 2015, her NFB documentary Buying Sex was
named one of the top ten feminist films streaming on US Netflix by Ms. magazine. Her credits include Mabel (NFB, 2016, director), Trek of the Titans(CBC, 2014, director), Norm (CBC, 2009, producer, director, editor), Teaching Peace in a Time of War (CTV, 2004, director), Waging Peace: A Year in the Life of Caledonia Junior High (NFB/CTV, 2001
director), Lost(NFB/CBC, 2000, director, editor), The Other Side of the Picture (NFB/CBC, 1998, director) and Under Wraps (NFB,
1998, producer, director).

BEYOND THE VISIBLE
HALINA DYRSCHKA, DIRECTOR
Halina Dyrschka was born in Berlin, Germany and is active as a director and producer. After studying acting,
classical singing and film production she founded the company AMBROSIA FILM in Berlin. Since then she
produces feature films and documentary films. Her first film as a director the short film “9andahalf’s Goodbye” was shown at over 40 film festivals worldwide and has won several awards. BEYOND THE VISIBLE –
HILMA AF KLINT marks her directorial debut and is the first and only film on the Swedish artist Hilma af Klint.

MAXIMA
CLAUDIA SPARROW, DIRECTOR / PRODUCER
Born and raised in Lima, Peru, Claudia has been recognized in El Comercio, the main Peruvian newspaper,
and Caras magazine as one of the ten prominent filmmakers in Peru. Claudia recently wrote and directed her
first feature film “I Remember You,” starring Stefanie Butler (Stranger Things) and Joe Egender (The Night of),
which won best dramatic feature film at the Downtown Film Festival Los Angeles and had a theatrical and VOD
release last fall. Her American Film Institute thesis film “El Americano,” shot in Lima and Los Angeles, won an
Emmy Award in the drama category. Claudia is also the recipient of the Franklin J. Schaffner Fellow Award for
directing “El Americano.”

ASSHOLES: A THEORY
JOHN WALKER, DIRECTOR
John Walker is one of Canada’s most prolific and respected documentary filmmakers. His films have been widely
broadcast and have appeared at major international film festivals in Toronto, Vancouver, New York, Los Angeles,
Berlin, London and Tokyo. He has received 60 Canadian and international nominations and awards for his writing, directing, producing and cinematography, 19 of those from the Academy of Canadian Cinema & Television.
In addition, Walker received the coveted Donald Brittain Award for best social/political documentary.

TOXIC BEAUTY
PETER RAYMONT, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
Filmmaker, journalist, writer, and activist Peter Raymont has produced and directed over 100 films and TV
series during his 47-year career. His films have received 52 international awards, including the 2007 Emmy for
Best Documentary for Shake Hands with the Devil: The Journey of Roméo Dallaire. Raymont’s work is often
provocative investigations of “hidden worlds” in politics, the media, and big business. His films are informed
with a passion for human rights and social justice.

THE VALLEY
NUNO ESCUDEIRO, DIRECTOR
Nuno Escudeiro (1986, Tomar, Portugal) studied Media Studies in the University of Aveiro and Documentary
FIlm Directing in Zelig, School for Documentary in Bolzano, Italy. He works on different fields of the moving
image, exhibiting both in Gallery and Film Festivals. His second feature “The Valley“ has been awarded the
“Emerging International filmmaker“ award upon its premiere at Hotdocs Toronto.
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PLATI

CHIPPIE KENNEDY &
ASTA EQUITY

INGE

GO
ELIZABETH RHINELANDER
JOHN & JENICE BENTON
MARGARET & IAN LIGHTSTONE

COLIN CARROLL & COLLEEN GALLOWAY

SILV
RICHARD & DEBORAH BROWN
GERALD HALLOWELL
DAVID & ROSEANN FINE

BRO
BULWARKS CIDER

DOCUMENTARY ORGANIZATION OF CANADA

LARRY STEINBERG & HEATHER MCALLISTER

TD CANADATRUST

PUBLIC F
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INUM

& JOHN MCLENNAN
GARRY & MARY-LOU PYE

HATTON

OLD
PIERRE LESPERANCE & SUZIE DEWITT

DENNIS CARTER & PAT MCGOWAN

ALLAN E. RUBENSTEIN, MD
ELIZABETH WISHART & BRUCE MACCORMACK

VER
CHRISTIAN SCHEIDEMANN

MARIBETH SOLOMON & ROBERT SCHWARTZ

ONZE
PATTERSON LAW
DEBORA WALSH

FUNDERS

SHOP ON THE CORNER
WELLS, LAMEY, BRYSON, SCHNARE & MAILMAN
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AWARDS
Lunenburg Doc Fest is pleased to announce the awards lineup for 2019,
to be presented 7pm, Sunday, Sept 22 at the Lunenburg Opera House.
Awards are based on overall merit of the entries and are chosen by a jury
with the exception of the Audience Award which is chosen by you!

BEST FEATURE DOCUMENTARY
All feature documentaries screening during Lunenburg Doc Fest are in competition for the
$1000 Feature Documentary Award.

BEST SHORT FILM
All short films screening during the fifth-annual Lunenburg Doc Fest are in competition for the
Short Film Award.

BEST ATLANTIC FILMMAKER
The Atlantic Filmmaker Award goes to a film with a strong Atlantic filmmaker connection. The
selected filmmaker wins a 1-year membership to the Documentary Organization of Canada
(DOC) and a $2500 in-kind goods and services package from William F. White, Halifax!
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AUDIENCE AWARD
Have your say!
All feature documentaries screening during the sixth-annual Lunenburg Doc Fest are eligile for the $1000.00 AUDIENCE AWARD as
chosen by the festival audience. The Audience Award is especially meaningful because it is chosen by you!
Rate each film individually by tearing the ballot at the appropriate rating (5 is the highest score). Please deposit the torn slip into the
red Audience Award box in the lobby. Add your name and email for a chance to win a 3-day Film Pass to Lunenburg Doc Fest 2020!
The Audience Award winner will be announced on Monday, September 23.

AWARDS
Thank you to the following esteemed jury members for their time and consideration
in viewing and selecting the 2019 award winners.

MILA AUNG-THWIN
CO-OWNER, EYESTEEL FILM
Mila Aung-Thwin is a Canadian documentary filmmaker, producer and activist
whose films deal with social justice. He
had a multi-disciplinary education in arts,
journalism, and photography. In 1998, he met his fellow director/
producer Daniel Cross and co-founded with him EyeSteelFilm
specializing in making documentaries. He is the vice-president of
the company.

WENDY EIDSON
FESTIVAL DIRECTOR,
SAN LUIS OBISPO FILM FESTIVAL
Born and raised in Toronto, Wendy’s career
began in the film business at 14, and she
worked as an assistant director until she
married and moved to San Luis Obispo, California. She has been
the director of the SLO Film Fest for the past 14 years, and now
divides her time between California and LaHave, Nova Scotia.

BARBARA DORAN
WRITER, DIRECTOR, PRODUCER
Founder of Morag Loves Company,
Newfoundland, Barbara has been
writing, directing and producing internationally acclaimed documentary and
drama for 35 years and has over 30 films to her credit including award-winning international box office hit, THE GRAND
SEDUCTION, starring Brendan Gleeson and Taylor Kitsch. As a
documentary writer, director and producer Barbara’s subjects
reflect the breadth of her interests: sweatshops in Guatemala,
women prisoners in Pakistan, AIDS workers in South Africa,
serial killers on death row, battered women, child sexual abuse,
electro-magnetic weapons, romance writers, the music and
poetry of Newfoundland and Ireland, the French presence
in Newfoundland, and the First World War slaughter of Newfoundlanders at Beaumont Hamel.

JOAN JENKINSON
PRODUCER
Joan Jenkinson is a Producer at Artemis
Pictures where she is developing feature
films and premium TV drama content for
the international market. She is a veteran
television executive who has commissioned and executive
produced hundreds of hours of content in her role as the VP,
Independent Production at Vision TV.

Town of Lunenburg
Proud Sponsor of Lunenburg Doc Fest
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EVENTS FOR FILMMAKERS
INDUSTRY SCHEDULE
Filmmakers, we invite you to explore opportunities for your documentary projects and enhance your festival experience
by participating in a range of professional development sessions, networking events, and celebrations.
On Deck with … round table sessions require sign up on the day at Lunenburg Arms Hotel. All other
sessions require pre-registration. See the INDUSTRY tab at www.LunenburgDocFest.com for details.

FRIDAY, Sept 20

SATURDAY, Sept 21

9:00 - 11:00

Hot Docs Workshop: Make Local Stories
Global

9:00 - 11:00

11:15 - Noon

Decision-makers Spotlight: CBC, CMF, NFB,
Hot Docs, San Luis Obispo FF

11:15 - Noon

Hot Docs Round Table

12:00 - 1:20

Industry Networking Lunch

2:00 - 5:00

The Dock Market: 1-to-1 meetings

1:30 - 5:00
5:00 - 6:00
8:30p

The Dock Market: 1-to-1 meetings

Ironworks Distillery tasting networking event

Meet the Filmmakers Reception

1:00 - 1:45

2:15 - 3:45
3:00 - 3:30
4:30 - 5:00
5:30 - 7:15
10:00

Hot Docs Workshop:
The Business Affairs of Doc
Decision-makers Spotlight: Bell Media,
Mongrel Media, Hot Docs, NYT Op-Docs
At the Helm: Peter Raymont

On Deck with Lesley Birchard, CBC Docs
On Deck with Dan Spry, RBC

Industry Sunset Harbour Cruise
DOC Reception

SUNDAY, Sept 22
9:00 – 9:45

Industry Coffee & Croissant

10:00 - 10:30

On Deck with Heidi Tao Yang, Hot Docs

11:15 - 12:30

At the Helm: Nancy Lang

10:30 - 11:00

On Deck with Robin Johnston, Bell Media

Many thanks to the participating industry decision-makers who are joining us at Lunenburg Doc Fest to meet with
attending filmmakers.
Evening receptions are open to all filmmakers, industry partners and audience members to mingle at Risser’s Social
House, Lunenburg Arms Hotel & Spa. Please join us and say cheers to all who make Lunenburg Doc Fest possible!
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DECISION-MAKERS SPOTLIGHT
Lunenburg School of the Arts, 6 Prince Street
Filmmakers, this is a must-attend warm-up for your Dock Market 1-to-1 meetings.
Learn first-hand from a casual panel discussion between industry decision-makers. Get an overview of respective
mandates, find out what they look for in documentary projects, what they don’t want, how to pitch, and how to work with
these industry stakeholders.

SPOTLIGHT 1

SPOTLIGHT 2

Friday, SEPT 20
11:15am - 12:00pm

Saturday, SEPT 21
1:00pm - 1:45pm

CBC Docs
Lesley Birchard, Executive in
Charge of Production

Mongrel Media
Hussain Amarshi, President & Founder

San Luis Obispo International Film Festival
Wendy Eidson, Festival Director
NFB
Rohan Fernando, Producer,
NFB Atlantic-Quebec Studio

New York Times Op-Docs
Lindsay Crouse, Coordinating Producer
Bell Media
Robin Johnston, Director Original Production,
Factual and Reality

CMF
Susy MacGillivray, Development Analyst,
CMF Program Administrator

RBC
Dan Spry, Commercial Account Manager,
Media & Entertainment, Atlantic

Hot Docs
Ravi Srinivasan, Programmer

Hot Docs
Heidi Yang, Industry Funds Manager

Moderator: Laura Mackenzie,
Executive Director, Screen Nova Scotia

Moderator: Donna Davies, Ruby Tree Films

THE DOCK MARKET
Risser’s Social House, Lunenburg Arms Hotel & Spa
For filmmakers seeking support, exposure and opportunities for their documentary projects, The Dock Market offers a
valuable opportunity to meet one-on-one with industry partners and decision-makers.

DAY 1

DAY 2

Friday, SEPT 20
1:30pm - 5:00pm

Saturday, SEPT 21
2:00pm - 5:00pm

CBC Docs
Lesley Birchard, Executive in
Charge of Production

Bell Media
Robin Johnston, Director Original Production,
Factual and Reality

CMF
Susy MacGillivray, Development Analyst,
CMF Program Administrator

Hot Docs
Heidi Yang, Industry Funds Manager

Hot Docs
Ravi Srinivasan, Programmer
NFB
Rohan Fernando, Producer,
NFB Atlantic-Quebec Studio
San Luis Obispo International Film Festival
Wendy Eidson, Festival Director

Mongrel Media
Hussain Amarshi, President & Founder
New York Times Op-Docs
Lindsay Crouse, Coordinating Producer
RBC
Dan Spry, Commercial Account Manager,
Media & Entertainment, Atlantic
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THE DOCK MARKET PARTNERS
BELL MEDIA
ROBIN JOHNSTON

DIRECTOR, ORIGINAL PRODUCTION, FACTUAL AND REALITY
As Director, Original Programming - Factual & Reality at Bell Media, Robin Johnston develops and oversees
the production of unscripted projects for all of Bell Media’s services including, CTV, CRAVE, and Discovery
Canada. She and her team of production executives are part of Bell Media’s national Original Programming
team, working with producers from across Canada. Johnston and her team currently oversee production on
MASTERCHEF CANADA, THE AMAZING RACE CANADA as well as documentaries including Come From
Away, Sharkwater: Extinction, and Carmine Street Guitars. Johnston has been the production executive on
drama and documentary programs. She is currently the Production Executive on the recently ordered CANADA’s DRAG RACE, the Canadian adaptation of the wildly successful RuPaul’s Drag Race series.

CANADA MEDIA FUND (CMF)
SUSY MACGILLIVRAY

DEVELOPMENT ANALYST, CMF PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR
Susy works at Telefilm’s Halifax office as a Development Analyst on the CMF Program Administration team.
Before joining Telefilm, Susy spent a dozen years working in the television and film industry in a variety of
roles including manager of business and legal affairs. Before that, she worked for a decade in information
management at the Halifax Public Library.

CBC DOCS
LESLEY BIRCHARD

EXECUTIVE IN CHARGE OF PRODUCTION
Lesley Birchard is a broadcaster who fuses television and digital production success with a passion for
mentoring and inspiring the next generation of content creators. As Executive in Charge of Production for
CBC Docs at Canada’s public broadcaster, Lesley spearheaded CBC’s digital-first strand CBC Short Docs,
commissioning documentary content from emerging Canadian filmmakers.

DOCUMENTARY ORGANIZATION OF CANADA (DOC)
MATHIEU DAGONAS
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Mathieu Dagonas is the Executive Director of the Documentary Organization of Canada (DOC). Previous experience in government, financial planning, communications, and strategic planning includes 15 years of political
affairs experience, and diverse experience in senior provincial government roles. Outside of politics, Dagonas
has served on many charitable boards including Firefighters Without Borders and currently serves on the steering committee for the Canadian Arts Coalition. Dagonas is a passionate advocate for youth engagement, activism, and mentorship. He completed his undergraduate degree in Political Science at the University of Toronto.

HOT DOCS INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTARY FILM FESTIVAL
HEIDI TAO YANG

INDUSTRY FUNDS MANAGER
Heidi Tao Yang oversees the Hot Docs
Film Funds, a portfolio which provides
grants and equity funds for international and Canadian documentary films.
In this role, she works with filmmakers
from around the world on their projects and manages Hot
Docs’ investment in the filmmakers’ work and professional
development.

RAVI SRINIVASAN

ASSOCIATE PROGRAMMER
Ravi Srinivasan is a newly appointed Canadian Features Programmer for the Toronto
International Film Festival. Ravi also serves as
International Associate Programmer for the
Hot Docs Canadian International Documentary Festival, and founder and Executive Director of the South
Western International Film Festival. When he’s not watching 400
films a year, he’s listening to Sharon Van Etten & Big Thief.
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MONGREL MEDIA
HUSSAIN AMARSHI

PRESIDENT AND FOUNDER
Hussain Amarshi is the Founder and President of Mongrel Media – Canada’s leading arthouse film distribution company. In this capacity, he has become an Executive Producer on several distinguished films including Beeba Boys, Brooklyn, Everything Will Be Fine, and Maudie. He is currently producing Funny Boy (dir:
Deepa Mehta).

NATIONAL FILM BOARD (NFB)
ROHAN FERNANDO

PRODUCER, ATLANTIC & QUEBEC STUDIO

Rohan Fernando officially became a Producer at the Atlantic/Quebec studio in 2018. His first producorial
effort, The Song & the Sorrow about the troubled life of music icon Gene MacLellan, opened the 2018 Rendez-vouz With Madness Festival and went on to win four national and international awards. Rohan has produced two Governor’s General Award shorts on internationally renowned pianist Angela Hewitt and beloved
comedian Rick Mercer. He recently completed a trilogy of diverse short films that “Re-Imagine” his home province of Nova Scotia, all slated to premiere at FIN Festival. Rohan is in development on projects with an array of exciting East coast
talent that includes Andrea Dorfman, Alan Syliboy, Justin Simms, Monique Leblanc, as well as Montreal auteurs Melanie Shatzky and
Brian Cassidy. Rohan began his filmmaking career as an award-winning writer and director on numerous feature dramatic and documentary films, most notably Cecil’s Journey, Trudeau’s Other Children, Blood & Water, Snow and The Chocolate Farmer.

NEW YORK TIMES OP-DOCS
LINDSAY CROUSE

COORDINATING PRODUCER
Lindsay Crouse is a producer for Op-Docs, the Emmy-winning and Oscar-nominated short documentary
series from the opinion section of the New York Times.

RBC
DAN SPRY

COMMERCIAL ACCOUNT MANAGER, MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT, ATLANTIC REGION
Dan Spry supports Atlantic Canada on the national RBC Media and Entertainment team as Commercial Account Manager, with a personal focus on the factual & unscripted space. Dan has enjoyed collaborating with
producers and supporting them through advice and interim financing to help bring their projects to fruition.

SAN LUIS OBISPO FILM FESTIVAL
WENDY EIDSON

FESTIVAL DIRECTOR

Born and raised in Toronto, Wendy’s career began in the film business at 14, and she worked as an assistant
director until she married and moved to San Luis Obispo, California. She has been the director of the SLO
Film Fest for the past 14 years, and now divides her time between California and LaHave, NS.
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HOT DOCS AT DOC FEST
DOC IGNITE
Up to 12 filmmakers are selected to take part in Hot Docs’ Doc Ignite workshops and Round Table.

MAKE LOCAL STORIES GLOBAL

THE BUSINESS AFFAIRS OF DOC

Friday, SEPT 20
Lunenburg Arms Hotel, Boardroom
9:00am – 11:00am

Saturday, SEPT 21
Lunenburg Arms Hotel, Boardroom
9:00am – 11:00am

“The paradox of arriving at a truly universal story is often
found in its specificity.” Stories can travel across borders,
cultures, languages and barriers, so why do they sometimes feel like they won’t leave our backyard? In this
presentation and interactive activity, take away critical
tools to lift your local story to international markets and
make it accessible to global audiences.

Examine the importance and role of budget and cashflow management, financing and recoupment plans,
and rights management for a documentary enterprise.
This session will deep dive into what it takes to manage the business side of docs, the other creative part
of making art.

PRE-REGISTRATION REQUIRED

HOT DOCS ROUND TABLE
Saturday, SEPT 21
Lunenburg Arms Hotel, Boardroom
11:15am – 12:00pm

In follow up to the Doc Ignite workshop, the selected filmmakers will take part in
practical round-table discussions with Heidi Tao Yang, Industry Funds Manager, Hot Docs.

HEIDI TAO YANG

INDUSTRY FUNDS MANAGER

Heidi Tao Yang oversees the Hot Docs Film Funds, a portfolio which provides grants and equity funds
for international and Canadian documentary films. In this role, she works with filmmakers from around
the world on their projects and manages Hot Docs’ investment in the filmmakers’ work and professional
development. Heidi has over a decade’s experience in producing and developing fiction and nonfiction
for film and TV. She has programmed and produced conferences with marquee speakers for the Toronto
Screenwriting Conference and WIFT-T. Heidi is an alumnus of the Producer’s Lab at the Canadian Film
Centre. If there is a spare moment, she tries to fit in reading a book.
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AT THE HELM
AT THE HELM is an exclusive opportunity for filmmakers to partake in intimate conversations
with some of North America’s esteemed and celebrated industry professionals.
Lunenburg Doc Fest proudly features two of Canada’s multi-award-winning filmmakers in
our first edition of AT THE HELM. Attendees will benefit from the extensive experience and
insight our feature experts have to offer.

PETER RAYMONT
SURVIVAL: STRATEGIES FOR NAVIGATING THE EVOLVING DOCUMENTARY LANDSCAPE
Saturday, SEPT 21
2:15pm - 3:45pm
Lunenburg School of the Arts, 6 Prince Street
Emmy-winning filmmaker (Shake Hands with the Devil), producer of TV dramas (The Border, Cracked) and documentary
series (In The Making, Arctic Secrets, A Scattering of Seeds) the president of White Pine Pictures, Peter Raymont, discusses
strategies for survival in the challenging world of film and television production. Raymont will discuss tips for evolving with
the times, diversifying genres and keeping up with OTT streaming platforms. He stresses the value of regular contact with
network executives and funders and the necessity of maintaining a healthy work-life balance. Peter Raymont founded
Toronto-based White Pine Pictures 40 years ago, after 8 years as a documentary editor and filmmaker at the National Film
Board of Canada in Montreal.
Filmmaker, journalist, writer, activist, Peter Raymont has produced and directed over 100 films and TV
series during his 47-year career. His films have received 52 international awards, including the 2007
Emmy for Best Documentary for Shake Hands with the Devil: The Journey of Roméo Dallaire.
Raymont’s work is often provocative investigations of “hidden worlds” in politics, the media, and big
business. His films are informed with a passion for human rights and social justice.

NANCY LANG
BURIED TREASURE: THE DIGGINGS OF A DOCUMENTARY RESEARCHER
Sunday, SEPT 22
11:15am - 12:30pm
Lunenburg Arms Hotel, Boardroom
The bones, breadth, complexity and flavor of any film depends on good research. That doesn’t mean endless months in dusty
archives. Join Nancy as she shares clips and stories about her favourite research adventures, including her recent work on a
documentary about Margaret Atwood.
Producer, director, researcher, Nancy Lang co-produced the documentary West Wind: The Vision of Tom
Thomson, which was honoured with the Directors’ Guild of Canada Award for Best Documentary. She
. produced Painted Land: In Search of the Group of Seven, for which she won the 2017 Barbara Sears
Canadian Screen Award for Best Editorial Research. She co-directed/produced Where The Universe
Sings: The Spiritual Journey of Lawren Harris. These days, she is producing an art series, In The Making,
and is finishing a documentary on Margaret Atwood.

PRE-REGISTRATION REQUIRED
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ON DECK WITH …
Filmmakers are invited to participate in casual round table discussions with industry experts.
REGISTER ON DAY OF SESSION
Lunenburg Arm’s Hotel, Lobby

Saturday, SEPT 21

Sunday, SEPT 22

3:00 – 3:30pm CBC DOCS
Lesley Birchard, Executive in
Charge of Production

10:00 – 10:30am HOT DOCS
Heidi Tao Yang,
Industry Funds Manager

4:30 – 5:00pm

10:30 – 11:00am BELL MEDIA
Robin Johnston, Director
Original Production,
Factual and Reality

RBC
Dan Spry, Commercial
Account Manager, Media &
Entertainment, Atlantic

JOIN THE TEAM!
Volunteer for Lunenburg Doc Fest 2020
See VOLUNTEERS under the ABOUT tab at
www.LunenburgDocFest.com

It is our pleasure to support Lunenburg Doc Fest.
Proud to be Lunenburg Doc Fest’s
Accommodation Partner

ironworksdistillery.com
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MEET UPS FOR FILMMAKERS
Friday, SEPT 20

Saturday, SEPT 21

INDUSTRY NETWORKING LUNCH

INDUSTRY SUNSET HARBOUR CRUISE

South Shore Fish Shack, 108 Montague Street
12:00pm – 1:20pm (By invite only)

Star Charters booth on the waterfront,
68 Bluenose Drive
5:30pm – 7:15pm (By invite only)

Heidi Tao Yang, Industry Funds Manager, Hot Docs, hosts
a relaxed lunch for Doc Ignite filmmakers and guest decision-makers. Fish and chips and chinwags overlooking
Lunenburg’s harbour is just the thing to launch the 4th
Doc Ignite at Doc Fest!

Guest filmmakers and industry partners enjoy lobster
rolls, refreshments, and a chinwag aboard the classic
48’ ketch Eastern Star.

DOC RECEPTION
IRONWORKS DISTILLERY TASTING
Ironworks Distillery,
The Blacksmith’s Shop, 2 Kempt Street
5:00pm – 6:00pm (By invite only)

Lunenburg Arms Hotel,
Risser’s Social House
10:00pm

Raise your spirits with a social and exclusive sampling of
Ironworks Distillery products!

All welcome! Join Mathieu Dagonas, executive director, Documentary of Organization (DOC), special
guests and film fans for a doc-ing good time. Cash bar
and light appetizers.

MEET THE FILMMAKERS RECEPTION

Sunday, SEPT 22

Lunenburg Arms Hotel, Risser’s Social House
8:30pm

All welcome! Enjoy a mixer with guest filmmakers,
industry stakeholders, and fellow film-enthusiasts. Cash
bar and light appetizers.

INDUSTRY COFFEE & CROISSANT
No 9 Café, 135 Montague Street
9:00am - 9:45am (By invite only)

Wake up with coffee, croissants and conversation to
fuel your last day at Doc Fest 2019!

“Arguably one of Lunenburg’s top three book shops”
Jim Gow

143 Victoria Road
Lunenburg NS

902 634-3751
www.yourindependentgrocer.ca

LUNENBURG
ACADEMY OF MUSIC

PERFORMANCE

Photo Raoul Manuel Schnell

We don’t teach them to sing.
We teach them to shine.

97 Kaulbach St | Tel. 902-634-8667 | www.lampns.ca

125 Montague Street
Lunenburg, Nova Scotia
www.lexiconbooks.ca
(902) 634-4015
info@lexiconbooks.ca

Handpicked new books for young and old

LIFE

Support the arts.
Support education.

Enjoy Lunenburg’s Doc Fest!

What We Do:

• Dry-docking
• Welding
• Manufacturing
• Vessel Services
902-634-8827
lunenburgfoundry.com

JOIN THE TEAM!
Volunteer for Lunenburg Doc Fest 2020
See VOLUNTEERS under the ABOUT tab at
www.LunenburgDocFest.com

